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Strasser Woodenworks Expands SoDo  
Wall-Mount Vanity Collection 
New 60-inch size gives designers even more options for sleek,  
modern bath storage

(Woodinville, WA, October 7, 2019) Strasser Woodenworks now offers a 
60-inch-wide option for its SoDo collection of contemporary wall-mount 
vanities. SoDo vanities float above the floor, offering an edgy, on-trend look 
while creating the illusion of added space. The vanity boasts strong, clean lines 
and exacting details for a high-style, no-frills sensibility that’s as ideally suited to 
traditional bathrooms as it is contemporary decors.

“SoDo gets its name 
for an area of Seattle 
where gritty ports 
and railways meet 
high-tech company 
headquarters, and 
the vanity’s industrial-
yet-sleek vibe reflects 
that namesake,” says 
Peter Ollestad, Vice 
President of Sales. 

The 60-inch unit is 
available with a single 
center basin, featuring 
a center two-door 
cabinet and two-wide 
drawers on each side, or with a double basin, featuring two center drawers and 
dual cabinets on each side. Its wall-hung application allows for mounting at any 
height for optimal versatility.

Made in the USA with the utmost attention to quality, SoDo vanities feature solid 
wood drawers with dovetail joinery and sealed bottom and top edges. Other 
details include soft-close doors and drawers, full-extension under-mount drawer 
glides, and six-way adjustable door hinges.

SoDo comes in four door styles: Slab, Shaker, Deco Miter, and Ogee Miter. 
Seventeen finishes are available, including Satin White, Satin Black, Chocolate 
Oak, Satin Silver, Dark Cherry, and Powder Grey. Choose from a range of knobs 
and pulls, and vanity tops in granite or quartz.
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